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Aquacomputer aquatube
G1/4' Delrin black

$41.85

Product Images

Short Description

The aquatube is a reservoir that is uniquely practical. Its large opening allows easy filling and due to its Plexi cover also perfect
flow control. For individual installation of fittings and lighting accessories (not included) the Aquatube features a whopping five
G1/4" threads in the base and side.

Description

The aquatube is a reservoir that is uniquely practical. Its large opening allows easy filling and due to its Plexi cover also perfect
flow control. For individual installation of fittings and lighting accessories (not included) the Aquatube features a whopping five
G1/4" threads in the base and side. Suitable screw-in plug caps for the unused threads are included. Five M4 threads each on
both top and bottom of the Aquatube make installation easy and quick. Optionally installation faceplates made from stainless
steel or Aluminum are available. The Aqatube is perfectly sealed and can therefore be installed in any position desired. With this
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reservoir filling your system is quick and easy and you will also gain another beautifully designed modding piece for your PC:
The Aquatube is machined from a massive piece of Delrin and therefore extremely rugged.

Special features of the G1/4" version:
All connection threads are machined as G1/4", the reservoir has three threads in the bottom and two in the side. Therefore the
offered lighting modules as well as tubemeter and aquajet are NOT compatible with this special series.

Specifications

Technical Data:
Dimensions: d=79mm l=70mm, V=160 cm³.
Material: Reservoir: Delrin, Cover: Plexi, Screws: Stainless steel

Extent of delivery:
Reservoir with Plexi cover and seal
3 Screw-in plug caps
10 Stainless steel screws M4

Please note: The reservoir is shipped without fittings, please order the desired fitting separately. The connection threads are
G1/4" in size.

Additional Information

Brand Aquacomputer

SKU AQ-34012

Weight 1.5000

Color Black

Reservoir Type Tube Res

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260073412230

Internet Reviews 0
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